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"The interests of the scientist,"
At the Campaign Amalgamation
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~..recting held in the Auditorium
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i\1ay 7 at + p. m. the
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were introduced
who
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The scientist t{'llIl..; to
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sources from which she draws the brings with it immcasurable
satis- and the New Testament
Criticism,
Athletic Association-Vice-Presmaterial for her sketches. E MargarH
faction. The ultimate aim of every an did rom 1929 to 1931 serve
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Faith
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she selected for her first full-length
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i\'Iay I I, the number tion to assistant ({Ild soon to assof will have swellcd to eveli more ciate professor in Religion followenjoys observing
the reactions
her audience and acts according ~'. than the 197 who attended
last ed.
For this reason, she does
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class,
on which Professor R. L, Gilman
Dark, heavy draperies
arc t I1e ures dec I'1I1e as t h ey go up t Ile sca Ie of "CJ;gl'OlIS poetlY·
1" former ed at, but has also entered the door
of Brown University
will address
<Continued
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.vears he played rugb)1 and soccer, of ten Sophomores who ha\'e been
of years: 58, Freshmenj ++, Opl0the t\Iath Club at 7: 15 o'clock in
majors.
1\IIarmores; 40, ] uniors; 33 Seniors.
and at Amherst has had a hand, as chosen Auerbach
Bil\ Hal\ on May q. Before the
Till,
Emily
~I. Park,
Tens
and thousands
of miles assistant coach, in turning out con- garet
Comlllnter's
Elect
Officers
lecture,
Professor Gilman will atSara Sears, Lois Brenner,
JAUwill be traveled by this group of sistently successful soccer teams.
Officers for next year were electtend a coffec given by members of
ise K. Ressler,
Janet
Carlson,
parents going to and from the ColLast
year
Professor
Cleland
the 1\1ath Club in the living room ed 011 Friday, ~flay 3rd, at a mcet- Icge. To date those who wiJl cOllle spent on leave of absence in Europf' Virginia Kramer, Adelaide Knasin,
ing of the Commuters'
Club. The
of 1937 Dormitory.
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Stone,
and Susan
K.
from the greatest distances are wIr. and the Near East.
Professor
Gilman
receivcd his newly elected oAlcers will assume
Smith arc the members of the class
Frey
from
rvlilwaukee
They Frank
A.B. degree from Kansas College, their duties next September.
[h. Myel's to Address Group of '+2 which ?\Irs. C. G, 'VoodJeanette
Holmes (Virginia J+2), wIr. Henry Harr~
and
then
became
a fellow
of are: President,
Dr. Garry C. iVlyers, head of house, the major advisor, .mnouncmanll
from
Chicago
(iVIildrec\
'.p of New lAndon, Conn.; Vice
Princeton, where he took his Ph.D.
the
department
of Child Education
cd last week.
President,
Rosanna Kaplan '+r of '+3), -Mr. Charles Schwartz from in Cleveland College, \Vestern Rc~
He was an assistant in the mathemThese girls, in addition to nine
Chicago (Roxann
'+3), Mr. WilConn_ j Secretaryatics departmcnt
of Kansas College New London,
Seniors who were elected last veal',
servc
University,
will
speak
at
the
(VirAdelaide Knasin '+2 of liam Chope from Detroit
and later servcd as an instructor of Treasurer,
arc majors in Economics ami are
meeting of the Eastern
Connectigillill
J.+"
1\11'.
\Valter
Keagy
from
Norwich,
Conn.
j
and
Co-chairmcn
mathematics
at both Princeton and
cut section of the Association
of taking the specialized work organCincinnati
(Margaret
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of the
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committee,
Cornell. In 1932 he was appointed
Childhood
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to be held ized through the gift of rvlrs. BeaLeila Kaplan and Evelyn Salom:l.n 1\Ir. C. A. Staats from Hunting;assistant professor of mathematics
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This work will greatest distances came from Tex- Connecticut,
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Dr. and since only ten juniors are se~
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Bragaw aSJ :Minnesota, and Illinois,
,Continued to Pa-J!'eFour)
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The traditional
Freshman
Pugeant, with an approximate
cast of
two hundred, will be presented this
coming Saturday
afternoon,
1\lay
II, in the Outdoor
Theater at + :3°
P. ~1. The production, which was
adapted by Betsy Hodgson
from
Hans Christian
Anderson's
story,
"The
Emperor's
New
Suit of
Clothes," is under the direction of
J\Iargery Clave ric. 'The precedent
for this annual pageant, which is a
highlight of the Father,;' Day program, dates back to the carl~1 da)'s
of Connecticut.
'T'he idea of a prodllcrion in which the entire cla:,s
take:, part, originatcd in 19[9 with
thf' presentation
of "the Legend of
Bolles \\700£1."
Promising; to be a festive scenr
of lift, and color, the pageant,
which takes full advantage of its
outdoor setting, includes a spectaciliaI' COllrt procession, fishing on the
lake, gayly-decked
peasants,
fencing exhibitions,
country
dancing,
and even royal jesters,
The
plot, satirical
in nature,
concerns an emperor, fastidious in
dress, who offers a prize for the
.
h
most gorgeous c I0.1·k woven 111 t e
empire. Two rogues, masquerading
as weavers, convince him that thev
havc an invisible robe which only
those who afe stupid or unfit fur
oAlce will not be able to see. None
save a small child will admit that
tlCroecannot
eseell,
tlOUgl
1I k' b I'
If bn 11 IAI btI I I
tle -Illg llillse
na y (oU s tle
cloakfs existence, his I)ride forces
him to carry off the situation as if
nothin. is wrong, while the rogues
cr
ride away with the prize.
Included
in the speaking cast
will bc:
eror-Hopc
Castagnola
E,np 'e,s-.Loul',e
Dagl,ll'a"
Emlll Crier-Marian
1'0\\'11
Reich
Rlltl,
_Likely, lV1ardiROgllcsne
Di"key
.,-Ilet""
Hodgson,
Lois
a"
'".
~n]este,
Nagel
A f,"'st
IVlinister-Roberta
I3
os'ortl,
,,
'I,I-Cornelia
Jolmson
Ch,
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(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed
in
this column.
In order to insure the validity of this
column as an organ for the expression
of honest
opinion, the editor must know the names ot conmbutora.)

To the Editor of the Nl'"l!Js:
On page four of the News for May 1, 19+0 in
the section that is called: "Around Our Town,"
I
see an item in regard to AI r. S. F. Peterson.
I think
that college students would be interested
to know
that :\Ir. Peterson was a generous donor to Our college from the beginning, and it was he who gave the
Greek prize of twenty-five dollars a year from 19r6
to 1932. Mr. Peterson has always been particularly
interested in the study of Greek at Connecticut
Col-
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420
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May 8, 1940

May 3, '940

Mernbt.r

~1S0Cialed

Wednesday,
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lege.
Very sincerely

EDITORIAL

Editor-to-Chief

RU1H RICHARD OF SEATTLE'-"

Thea Dutcher '4]

IIO<KS HER WAY 1J.lR0U3H 1HE
LI'IIV OF WASHlN6fON BY
MOMr-¥Q LAWNS.I

Senior Editor

Lorraine Lewis '41
News EdItor
Shirley Simkin '42
Department
Feature Editor
Exchange Editor
Literary Editors

yours,
Irene Nye
Dean of the Faculty

STAFF

Managing Editor
Patricia King '42
EdJtors
Dorothy Reed '41
Muriel Prince '42
Lee Eitingon '42
. Marjorie

CALENDAR.
Thursday,

Toy '41

Art Editor

Eleanor King '42
President's Reporter
Nancy Wolfe '42
Reporters
Sally Clark '42, Anne Stern '40, Jean Morse '42,
Sally Kelly '43, Lorraine Lewis '41, Betty Shank '43,
Mathilde Kayser '42, Alma Jones '43, Ruby Zagoren '43, Mary W. Walsh '41, Barbara Berman '41,
Constance Bleecker '42, Edna Fuchs '42.
BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager
Guldane Keshian '41
Advertising Manager
CircuJation Manager
Margaret Stoecker '41
Dorothy Gardner '41
Aasistant Business Managers
Margaret Ford '41
Louise Trimble '42
Marilyn Sworzyn '43
Janet Weiland '43

May 9

Elections for Student Government
"
Fanning Lounge
8 :00-6:00
Music Department
Recital .. Knowlton
8:00

Saturday,

May 11

Fathers'

Day

Sunday, May 12
Vespers, James J. Cleland
Monday, May 13
Playing

Tuesday,

Mr. Skeffington,
A Woman's Fight
Against Old Age
Ity l\tarjuric

'J'o.~' ''II

New Novels, Plays,
Biographies Now
On Librat"y Shelves

records

Chapel

of Requiem

Auditorium

7:00
8:00

May 14

Installation

of Student

Chapel

Government

officers

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

9 :55

Lecture all Education for Life and Work
............
Fanning 206 4:00
Wig and Candle Picnic
.. Buck Lodge 5:00

Math Club Meeting

Bill Hall

106

7:J 5

Among the newest books in the
"Mr. Skeffington," a novel by library is the much talked of, much Wednesday, May 15
Assistant Advertising Managers
Evelyn Saloman '41
Frances Cornell '42 the Countess Russell, known to her praised novel by Richard
LlewelEastern Connecticut
Association of ChildBetty Hollingshead '41
Louise Ressler '42 readers as "Elizabeth,"
is a HWO~ Iyn, Hour Green. pYas A-ly Vatte».
hood Education . . Knowlton
3 :00-5:00
man's novel," but it may prove ro This is a magnificent
Assistant Circulation Managers
story
of
Atchison Prize Examinarions
,
and en- Wales,
Elizabeth Butler '41
Mary Hoffman '41 be a source of amusement
full of the tragedy
and
302 Fanning
+
:00-6:00
tertainment
to men, particularly
comedy of life itself. It is the saga
Circulation Staff
Nancy Marvin '41, Barbara Newell '42, Verna Pitts those who are inclined to view wo- of the iVlorgan family, as raid by
'42, Sally Hart '42, Helen Lederer '42, Audrey Nord- men wirh raised eyebrows.
HlIW, the youngest of the children,
quist '42, Lucy Roura '43, Christie
Hill '43, Elizanow a man in his sixties, remem- Editorial
.
"Mr.
Skeffington"
tells
the
story
beth Kirkpatrick
'41.
(Continued from Ootumn 1)
of Lady Frances Skeffington who is bering the lost golden days of his
Another book which will studious pursuits.
just about to celebrate her fiftieth youth.
All of us Stem to have more term
birthday and who up to this time please many is the play, Life if/ilh
papers due than ever before, and less time in which
"Of The People ,
for the stage by to do them. Let's not forger, though, that the hours
has dung" firmly to her youth, All Father, rewritten
Howard
Lindsay
and
Russel we spend in studying now will increase in value as
her life Fanny has been beautiful,
Our government
here at Connecticut
College
It combines all the com- the years pass.
beloved,
worshipped.
Now
her Crouse.
is a democracy which means that its success depends
beauty is gone, her lovers are gone, edy and fun of Clarence Day's sevThe pleasant Spring days We have had are only
upon the cooperation
of every individual
member.
and she finds that somehow, wheth- eral books into a play of universal
a prelude to Summer, when many of us will not be
This cooperation is essential always, but never is iner she likes it or not, she must ac- application and of tremendous gay- engaged in academic work,
EvCfY job we do is
dividual responsibility
greater than at the time of
For those who enjoyed
the worth doing well, so let's not abandon ship before
cept growing old.
To her comes ety,
annual elections.
the pathetic
realization
that her realism of Alaill Street, The Pit, we reach port.
Yesterday,
at Amalgamation
.:\leeting,
we vain attempts to remain young and and The Grapes of tYralh, there is
"The present situation is a challenge to you,"
heard the campaign speeches presented for the vari- beautiful only make her appear ri- still another book dealing with im- President Blunt has said, "so let's make it an incentous nominees to high offices in our Student Govern- diculous.
ive, not an alibi!"
The story ends with a portant social issues. It is Ciliul/J.
ment. Now it is our duty to consider seriously the surprise for the reader.
by J\Ieyer Levin, and is the story
merits of each ind~ridual candidate.
No adherence
of a young doctor involved
111
a
This novel is written by an aurhto political parties or rival factions can sway our
front-page
conflict
In
a
great
or who very evidently knows her
choice here at Connecticut.
Our elecrions should be
American city.
business. She has an idea to begin
the result of careful discrimination
and evaluation.
Excitement
runs high 111 an adwith, but she very cleverly conceals
If we wish to be proud of and satisfied with our sys8y d trociated Collegiate Press
novel by Nard
Jones.
it within her story.
She does not venturous
tem of government,
we cannot afford to lose this imSwi!1
Flows
the
River,
the
story
of
hesitate to create situations
to fit
College women "expect roo milch" and <H(' "ron
portant
opportunity
to choose the representatives
life all the Columbia River in the
her characters, in which coincidence
expensive to marry."
which we honestly believe will best fill these importplays a frank part.
For her main first half of the nineteenth century.
.
These statements by a member of the Iowa legant positions.
.
character, of whom she never loses Also dealing with life in young islature cost Iowa State College a new women's dorThere is one other prerequisite nece~sary to a sight, she appears to feel pity; so America is The Trees, by COil rad
to the economy
drivt"
government
which is really .fof the peopJr, by the thar even ill situation..; where Fanny Richter. This is an American epic, mitory, for it contributed
which
defeated
a
bill
which
would
have
financed
the
people, for the people." That is the exercise of the seems both lo.hallow and annoying,
the story of the transition of Amerstructure.
right to vote by every individual
living under that the reader still feds in sympathy
ican pioneers from the ways of the
government.
Each one of us ::.hould make a conscien- with her. ":\lr.
Skeffington"
i:. a wilderness to the ways of civilizatious effort to visit the l\len's Lounge on tht" first finished performance
But this particular
solon is lucky he i~n't a
and there are tion.
flOaT of Fanning sometime tomorrow to vote for the few if any ragged edges. The story
There
is another
book on the Pennsylvan~an,
for Duquesne
University
women
nominees which we feel will be most capable to take begins, continues, and ends with- must-read list, i1/01llPul ill Pfkillg.
have orgal11zed a "Co-ed Protectin
League"
and
It is a simple and they'd certainly gone afrer his scalp if he'd bee~ withover the serious business of managing
the govern- out unnecessary
detail
or useless by Lin Yutang.
story of the people of in rheir jurisdiction.
ment of our student body. Last year there was a characters.
The quality in Eliza- beautiful
94 per cent vote (including commuters).
Let's make beth's work which saves it from be- China, a novel of tenderness and
They've organized particularly
to fight chronic
it 100 per cent this year!
ing a well-consrructed
but rather humor which develops as its theme ~tander-uppers
and to provide broken-date insurance.
dull and ordinary novel is her sense the dissolution of family discipline
League members pay 10 cents a week: for the insur(C"ntlnued
to Page Silt!
of humor, which is sometimes d("li~
ance, and whenever a date fails to show up or is
An Incentive-Not An Alibi!
tardy, they collect fifty cents as heart balm.
cate, and which at other times, re- -------------As the European situation becomes daily more sorts to farce.
.
. If history is correct, we predict a similar organrer to do than break men's heart:-.
complex, we should refresh our minds with the
Iza~lOn for men would go broke in short order-es1 suppose
<l1\Ir. SkeAlllgton"
come
to
grief.
If
the
reader
accepts
words of our President:
"Emphasize
YOUT school
will be of special appeal ro those Elizabeth's
characters
as being peCially 011 the late-date business.
work, rather than neglecting it to follow the Eurwho are in Fanny's position-that
mildly
satirical
studies,
Ill' will
opean situation.
Thoroughness
here wil! give you
of finding themselves suddenly old, probably find the book entertaining
strength after College."
Fish Finale: A DePauw
University
alumnus
or to those who particularly
scorn and at the same time a sincere and
has
gulped
5,0Cl0
goldfish
to
end
all
such
contests
in
These words become even more appropriate
as the type she represents
and who sometimes penetrating revelation of
He did it at a goldfish hatchery, where
the days grow longer, sunnier, and less conducive to like to hear how these wealthy and the mind of a "social butterfly" t~le future,
tmy goldfish come at least 5,000 to the cup of water.
(Continued to Column 4.) beautiful women with nothing bet- growing old.

"
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nusual Exhibit Of
AI·tProjects Shown
At Museum, May 5

King

IMusic Students To

Day Program

:oo--Visit
classes
Call on President
Blunt
her office

8:00-12

III

JO:()(}-12:00
~urscrr
School
Open,
Emily Abbe')" HOllS(:'
Open
Auditorium,
Chapel,
and

Landscape Photographs
And Print Collection
OITer Va"ied Display
Uy Eleanor

Father's

'42-

Frederic Bill Hall

open

all

VOTE.

Present Program
In Knowlton Salon

Thursday,

presented

Thursday

:\1.")" 9

Faculty ;\1<-11'5 Lounge
Fanning Hall

The annual recital given by students of the ~lllsic depamnenr will
be

Page Three

8:<Xl A. .\1. to 6 .oo P. ~l.

evening.

~lay 9, at eight p.m. in Knowlton Phi Beta Kappa to Honor'
salon .. The st~denrs parricipatinglNew]y Elected Seniors

Pres. Blunt Thanks
Donors For Recent
Gifts To College
Trees Given For Campus
And Money Granted B)'
Carnegie Corporatiou

President Blunt,
in Chapel on
day
art exTuesday, May seventh, expressed
and
their
selections
are
as
follows:
12 :30-1 :00 Informal
recephibits of the year was held at Lyher thanks to the students for vet."
0 p. 54 •. "'10.
ith Forma
mner
G neg-,,,ocrurne,
tion, daughters
with fathers
man-Allyn
Museum May fifth.
mg the Blanket
Tax
toward
a
In
honor
of
the
newly
elected
on the President's
lawn if the
-I
scholarship.
"You
see the scholarFhe exhibit consisted of two parts,
Phi Beta Kappa seniors at Connecweather is fair, in her house
Beethoven-Ecossaise
ship need here," she said. "You see
andscape gardening and prints.
{leur College,
the New London
in case of rain.
Constance
Hughes '42
our fine scholarship girls working
Association of Phi Beta Kappa will
As I entered the large 1'00111 to
I :00 - Luncheon
III
Thames
hard at various jobs, doing their
Bach-Hi st du bci ~Iir
hold irs annual meeting and formal
the left of the staircase a beautiful
Hall, followed by SmokerHarris-Lovers
dinner at the Lighthouse Inn Fri- College work well, and at the same
I
arrangement
of garden
photodiscuss s ion
Ruth
E.
Fielding
'42
day, May 10, at 7:00 P. M. Fol- time participating in extra-curricugraphs met my eye. At first glance
J :)o-Softball game- Fathers
lar activities. But you don't always
they all appeared somewhat alike,
Moaarr-c-Voi,
che sapcre ( Le lowing the dinner, Miss Charlotte
and Daughters,
South Camsee the limitations
of our scholarA.
Keefe,
a
Connecticut
College
but upon closer observation
I no.v ozze di F iuaro)
pus
ship budgets.
We have a hard
and Shep- alumna
and former
resident
of
ticed that variety was II dominant
Percell - Nymphs
time in meeting the scholarships
4 .jo-c-Freshman Pageant, OurNew London, will give an address.
key note in the collection.
It was
herds
that we do give; so every time we
door Theater
(Auditorium
in
Miss Keefe is at present an Associnteresting
to note how the many
Barbara D. Gray '.1'
receive a gift like yours, it makes
case of rain)
are Headmistress
at the Dalton
nformal gardens were balanced by
us very proud and happy."
5
.jo-c-Short
organ
recital,
Sraub-Sous
Bois
Schools
in
New
York.
a few very formal ones. For those
The President
explained
that
Harkness
Chapel
( Student
Each year the New London Asl\Ilargaret Ramsay '42
interested in landscape architecture
each scholarship is important
not
request
program)
sociation
in
conjunction
with
the
t was an excellent opportunity
to
Exaudet-c-Meuuer
alone
to
the
College,
but
to
society
Sunday morning,
after
10:3°,
Delta
Chapter
of Connecticut,
see what a variety of effects can be
Purcell-Sailor's
Song
(Dido makes an award
for advanced as a whole. "We must be sure,"
the Auditorium,
Chapel,
and
obtained by varying
the arrangeanti
A
("ueas)
she said, "not to limit our educaFrederic Bill Hall will be open
study to a graduate of Connecticut
ment of the garden.
The formal
tion to girls of families with means.
Audrey T. Jones '41
to
visitors.
College,
preferably
a
Phi
Beta
ones were very symmetrical in plan
,
The success of our College, and of
Senior. Last year the award was
:~vlozart-Sl!ll'
Aria t Le NOZZf
while the more informal, naturalall colleges, depends upon our givmade to Marjorie D. Abrahams
di Figaro)
istic: gardens had balance that was Alumnae
Banquet May 3
ing education regardless of means."
who is studying plant physiology at
much less obvious. The lnndscapBarbara iVL Miller '4T
President Blunt, Dean Nye, and
She further expressed the gratitude
Cornell.
mg was arranged around a variety
of the College for the constant
Anna M. 'Trcmontozai '43
Drv Wclls will be guests of honor
Contributions
for this award,
of different
structures
such
as
work of the American Association
Debussy-a-The
Sunken
Cathedalong with reservations
for the
staircases, walks, swimming
pools, ;1[ the formal banquet of the New
of University
Women,
and the
ral
banquet, may be sent to Miss Avis
of Connecticut
and fountains.
Not only were the London Chapter
Connecticut
College
Alumnae,
Evelyn De Puy '42
Borden, secretary
of the associagardens most beautiful,
but also Alumnae on Wednesday
evclllng,
particularly
the
New
London
Twced},-"-.r'he
Little Angels of tion, before lVlay 8. The banquct
the photography
was highly recom~ lVlay 8, at the Mohican
Hotel.
branches,
In
raising
money
for
fcc is two dollars.
H cavell
mendable from rhe standpoint
of
scholarships.
This year the allnual dinner of the
Foster-l
Dream
of
Jeanie
The
subject
of
her
talk
is
"New
balance 111 line, form, and value.
Another pleasant gift has recentChapter will also be a farewell din-I
Attitudes
Toward
Old Values in
Helen L .Rudd '40
A delightfully
universal coJlcc~
ly been made to the College, the
Education."
(Continued
to P""e Four)
tion of prints filled the other three ncr to Dr. Wells and Dean Nye.
President
announced.
The
Carrooms of the exhibit. There were
negie Corporation
has granted
to
reproductions
from the sixteenth
Connecticut
College
$40,()(X), for
century to the present day, and the
development
within
the College.
various countries represented
were
The gift is an entirely free one, to
Italy, Germany,
France, and Japbe used in any way we wish. This
an. The exhibit contained
e:xam~
By Mu,thilde Kayser '42 for them.
She's taught
them to last Spring the flies were annoying gift, along with the recent grant of
pIes of almost every type of printthe
Rockefeller
Foundation
of
You've missed something;
that's jump;
she's taught
them tricks;
the horses.
Miss Martin
started $10,000, is a great honor
ll1g technique that has ever been
to us.
'f
shes'
taught
thell1
so
much
that
putting
a
Ay
blanket
on
one
of
h at IS, 1 you
used, including
wood cuts. etch- a II I can say;-t
The Carnegie Corporation
and the
He
mgs, engravings,
dry points, and haven't visited the horses' domicile they are able to bring back to us them. Omar became furious.
RockefeJJer Foundation
arc among
quite
a
number
of
ribbons
from
the
immediately
picked
up
his
blanket
lithographs,
each of which gave II
the most important
foundations
in
at Connecticut
College. III appear- shows in which they are entered.
from Ilear by and began to wave it the country.
different effect.
Large funds arc giv<tnce this structure
is no different
The girls all realize how lucky at JVliss lVlarrin.
Yes, SIr, he's en, or left in wills, for advancefrom that of any other stable; but, they are in having her as their in- plenty je.dous.
ment along the lines of interest of
after all, it isn't the outer crust structor.
They say that after hav~
.\TOW, "Fuzzy,"
or Forest Elf, the donoL These two foundations
that COUlltS. It's only a grey wood- log lessol1:t here, they not only loves limeade.
He didn't like the are largely concerned with the furen building
with fourteen
stalls know how to ride a horse, but rhey idea of st'eing the girls with their
therance of education and research.
within.
As with people, you have also know something
about
the cold drinks when he didn't
have
President Blunt mentioned
sev~
A spiritual renwdy for the men- to know a pliJce well to get to like horse itself. They learn theoryany.
Someone must have noticed era! other recent gifts to the Coltal unrest
common
among tho:'ic it. Then, too, you have ro know how to handle a horse gently-as
his· concern over being slighted;
(Continued to Pl1ge Four)
who are living in a strange world, the inhabitants who reside there be- well as the anatomy of the horse. therefore
he was offered
some.
where cherry blossoms and air raid fore you care two cents' worth Then, toO, they have their choice of Ever since, "Fuzzy"
has been a
shelters exist at the samc time, WClS about it. In thi~ case it is a plcas- ring riding, show ring, hunt riding, strict advocate of limeades. Anoth~
the suggestion
of the
Rever~nd
ure to make their acquaintance.
and jumping.
er idiocyncracy of "Fuzz;y's" is that
Boynton
lVlerrill,
pastor of the
Perhaps we should be introducBut let's learn something of the he can't bear to have anyone laugh
Second Congregational
Church of rd. There are twelve and a half character of a horse. They do have at him. especially
lVIiss Martin.
The
senior
commuters
were
West Newton, Mass., who preach- dwellers;
1 say a half, because character; just ask Pat lVligliaccio. Miss ~lartin
rides fuzzy,
so I guests of honor at a tetl: gi\'en by
ed at Vesper Services last Sunday Spider ,the pony, better known as He's the stable-boy, <1nd he knows guess the horse IS proud of that the Commuters'
Club on the after~
evenIng.
"Peanut,"
is abollt half the size of the horses better than some of liS fact.
He gets very jealous when nOOn of May third. Several guests
For his /irst suggestioll, rhe Rev. the horses.
Now that you know know our best friends.
He's been :Vliss l\Ilartin pays any attention to of the seniors, both faculty and resDocror 1\lerrill used the illustraSpider, whom yOll saw on campus here four years, as long as [VIiss the other horses.
ident students were present. I\.fcmtion of a garden which, however during his little escapade to aclver- I\lartin has had the riding school
All the horses seem to appreci- bel'S of the faculty included
l\Iiss
narrow it might be, could reach as tise the Junior
Prom, we'll meet on the College grounds.
He says, ate mUSIC, depending
upon
the Tuve, Dr. Gilbert, 1\1rs. Seward,
high as the skies above. I r is height the others. There's Harmony, Fly-I "JVIost people don't realize how ill- kind. They love waltzes, especially Miss Bower, ~liss Goering,
Dr.
rather than width that we need, ac- lng High,
Figaro,
Lord ;\[e1son, telligent a horse is. They're pretty the Strauss waltzes.
\Vhen a waltz Lawrence,
Miss
Biaggi,
l\Iiss
cording to the speaker who said, Pinocchio, Omar, forest Elf, Dub- affectionate after }'OU play around
IS played
on the radio, the horses Chaney and Miss Burdett.
"Count your life lost if yOli c1on't lill, Tommy Tinker,
Hazel
Elf, with them for a while."
Perhaps
become so quiet that one could hear
At 4 :30 the seniors and their
lift yourself a little nearer to Smoky, and Princess.
rhe following statement
won't be :t pin drop in the stable. But they guests gathered in the Commuters'
God."
The Rev. Doctor j\tlerrill
If the horses could talk, prob- too pleasing to some of us, but we hnte rhumbtlS. They kick against lounge which was gaily decorated
asked his listeners how long: it had ably they would tell us some amus~ must admit it's true.
Pat says, their stalls and raise an awful in red and white, relieved by the
been si nce they had gone off a lone ing tales. Dublin came here all the "Sometimes the horse knows more rumpus. Yes, they do have definite pastel shades of spring flowers. AftfOJ a ludf-hour and thought and way from Ireland.
The others than the rider." Horses are known likcs and dislikes.
er the refreshments
were served,
prayt'd.
Through
thinking
and haven't
traveled
so far, because for being able to sense whether the
Figaro
likes to dance on his the guests were entertained
by a
praying in solitude,
according
to most of them are from Roston. Un- rider is afraid.
If the case is sllch, hind legs. He gets a big kick out of musical program, consisting of vo~
Dl l\IerrilI, we 'can lift our eyes doubted!y, their lessons are as dif- he'll certainly take advantage
of going round and round in circles cal selections by Anna Tremontozto great ideals and great hopes.
(jcult for them as ours are for us. vou.
while someone tries to mount him. zi and Ruth Fielding. and a piano
A" his second suggestion,
Dr. Many of them were five gaited . Furthermore,
the horses always Nelson seems to enjoy going back- solo by Althea Smith. ~Iiss Tre]\1 errill offered
the
remedy
of when they arrived here; now the)' recognize Miss ~Iartin
and Pat. wards. If you're lucky, maybe he'll montozzi, accompanied
by Althea
making
a few good books· our all are three gaited.
They walk, Pat says they always snicker when get )'ou to your destination.
sang uPoor
\Vandering
And Smith,
f riends for in back of every good trot, and canter. It's 110 easy job thev see him coming in the morn~ here's Omar again. Once you're One" from the Pirall'S of Pr1lbook there is a good soul. In illus~ having to unlearn
what you al~ ingS. They must know who their get on him, you're much better off zanet! and "Will You Remember."
trating his point, Dr. l\1errill told ready know;
and thell having to bread and butter man is.
even though he docs feign all excel- Miss Smith then played the first
of the immigrant
who. when ask- learn something entirely
different.
There
are
some
astounding
of Beethoven's
jlf 0011lent act of being sleepy upon enter- movement
ed who his friends
wcre, said, 'T'hese horse~, however,
are very stories about these stable dwellers.
light S01lata. Ruth Fielding.
acing the ring.
"Benjamin
Franklin,
Abraham
capable.
OmitI' is the clown. He will take
The horses do have their seriolls companied by Ruth Babcock, comLincoln,
and
Harriet
Beecher
by singing
Miss l\/Iarrin must know that off your coat and gloves for you moments, though. They kllow they pleted the entertainment
Stowc."
Tn conclusion Dr. lVIerrili horses aren't dumb,
Free_"
even though without anv provocation whatsoevhave to be businesslike upon enter- "A Heart That's
expressed his hope that we all have they rank under the title of dumb er. He will rake a handkerchief
Attending
the spnng
affair, of
ing the shows; they've proved that.
a narrow and a very high garden, animals.
Holmes was chairEvery ability that these from your pocket; and if yOli tie it They've made Connecticll t College which Janet
for only then can we look through
one hundred
horses show has been accomplished
around
one of his legs, he will proud of them) and those of us who man, were about
dusk and see God's eternal suns.
guests.
through her patience and affection quickly remove it. It seems that- know them, love them.

One of the most unusual

W'

I D'

14 Inhabitants Of Stables Show Amazing Intelligence,
Charming Personalities, And Amusing Idiocyncracies

Rev. Merrill Offers
Spiritual Remedy

Senior Commuters
Are Guests At Tea

Page Four

CO

tCunllnuE"d

• • •

Club

01
to

FroU!

Puce

One)

-,rudcut ~IIOUld be: that of ccntrib
uriug something,

chapter

no

matter

how

Ke~p Fit I/'jlh l1'allau ..mall that conrribution may seem,
~Ii>s Peabody
who (Q the welfare of man and to the

thoughtfully
brings her radio
around noon on sunny days.

tight budget and our small endowment. We have been fortunate
in
recent years, but, with the help of
our friends. we must continue our
(Coutlnued
from Puge 'fhree)
l\leyerbeer-Lieti, Signor, Sal- advance. Your support in particular is very precious."
ure t Les f-{u(juetlots)

lis Sollers IntervieweolMlIsiC Students Present
On Collegiate Interests
Annual Recital

Caught on Campus
Disaster
carne to the Zoology
Lab last Friday when three dozen
frogs died because of an unforrunate chloroform accident.
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out
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Speaking of animals, one person
\Vhar girl had three callers la...r
was seen dash Lng from the Baby weekend, disposed of two by means
Zoo Lab this morning.
Reason-s- of friends, and went out with the
maybe
today's
assignment
had third herself?
The evening was
something to do with dead rats.
spent by each couple successtulf
evading the others.
•

augmentation
of
Foduy especially,

his self-respect.
when so man)

human being, have been denied rhe
rights of speech, truer in their fel-

Constance

T. Smith

J

~3

Chopin-\Valtz, Op. 70, No.
~lary

Jane Tracey

'.p .

Schuberr-Geheimnis

I

The Style Shop
128 State Street
SPORTSWEAB - HATS
FURS - KAY DUNHILL DRESSES
GORDON HOSE

lawmen, and even life itself, we
Kountz - The
Little
French
must be conscious of our obliga- Clock
rion. And that obligation is c1earBarbara .M. ~riller '..p
Aben Hardwa ..e CO.
[y to do our small share toward the
78 Bank Street
improvement of the world about
Chaminade-Autumn,
Op. 3;,
Sport1ng
Goods, Radios. Paino
us."
'0. 2
Herdwaees, etc.
Constance Meyer '+3
• • •
Well, General, are over and we
The couversarion H1r11<:J then to
A lew London church \\,1'; sent more immediate observations.
We Deliver
certainly hope the seniors hit them
"It
Scarlarri-Le
Violette
momentary
confusion
last is a peculiar quirk of human nahard.
Their evacuation
en masse into
Gerstle-c-Vil lanelle of Sunset
this past weekend resulted in some Sunday when three apparently dig- ture." continued i\ [iss Sollers, "ro
Ruth W. Moulton '+2
very petit classes. We are told that nified sophomores dropped a brim- look for the negative rather than
Get It at ...
Debussy-An
Evening in Grenof those
two juniors found themselves
the ful collection plate on the uncar- the positive characteristics
ada
But the usher was about us. All tOO often we forget
sale representatives
in one section pered floor.
Sta...·'s Drug Store
:'darienne Upson '41
he, that we should respect others. We
on Thursday.
On Saturday,
the most helpful about it-wasn't
2 DeliverIes to Donns Dally
Offenbach-Belle
Nuir (COIIICS
forget the importance of kindness
attendance was no stronger.
How- girls?
•
•
•
d'
[-I
off
IIWIlII
)
and consideration ,Ind the fact that
ever, their day will come.
We hate to bring such II delicate just criticizing means nothing ...
Ruth E. Fielding '42
•
matter to your attention, but some- unles::; we strive to do something of
Janet B. Hole '42
Union Lyceum Taxi Co.
Freshmen,
Freshmen,
bless your
one has stolen, or should we say a more positive narure.
Incorporated
Is
it
a
hearts.
Your naivete astounds us. borrowed, the picture of the leadFaure-Les
Berceaux
Taxl
or Private Cars
Pollyanna
atttillde
to
believ!"
t1U1t
One of your class was heard assail- ing man of the hl\-IerchaJlt of VellPurcell-\Vhen
Love Is Kind
Five Can Ride as Cheaply a8 One
in eVl'ry indi\'idual
there is somC'ing Yale for copying our
Gay ice."
Elizabeth S. 'f'hompson '+0
Several notices have been thing {inc alld good? This search
Phone 3000
26 State St.
Nineties Junior Prom_ HAfter all,"
Rachmaninoff
Prelude,
Gposted begging the culprit to please for positive values can be conPhone 4303
The Blue Cab
she said, flcouldn't they think of return it. \iVe feel it onlv fair to
minor
tinued,
too,
in
our
studies.
In
the
something a little more original for aid the rlllthorities III thei~ tireless
1\ [arian Reich '+3
1792
1940
pages of history, for instance, there
their Derby Day?"
efforts.
R,lvel-Vocalise
is many a great figure who has been
The
Union
Bank
&
•
•
SachnowskyThe Clock
criticized
and labelled
with the
Trust Co.
To date, three
eX-'4Jers
are
The Seniors arc grateful to the most uncomplimentary
Helen A. Jones '+1
of terms.
Of
New
London, Conn.
mothers.
We do not know their band of sleepy·eyed
Sophomore:, Bur think, there must have been
Lund-Skabo-Prel
ude
'frust and Commercial Dept8.
married
name:.,
but they were who dragged themselves out of ber!
some good in him.
. or else he
.leanne H. Corby '43
148 Years of Service
Donna Ed, Helen Canty, and Lor- in the wee hours to hang corsages
\Yould never have been great!"
rie Prussian.
Puyccini-Un
bel
di
(1\IJadame
on their doors 011 May first. Bllt
"Perhaps
the most difficult les•
their gmtitudc
is felt no less to- son a college student has to learn," Butterfly)
Recently,
the Kfep Fil I!"illt ward the unprecedented
Anna M .. Tremuntozzi
'4-3
and hero- said ·Miss Sollers as the subject of
Wallace Program
has several new ic band who braved the morning
Groton) Conn,
Accompanist:
Alice Wightman
conversation
changed
again,
<lis
adherents.
Several
sun bathers especially to answer
the Seniors' that of self-confidence.
To forget
were seen exercising recently to the carolling.
Could it have been svm- the word 'can'e is no rasy accomBreakfast
conducive strain!:i of ltPlaymate."
P,·es. Hlunt Thanks
pathy and consideration
for' the plishment,
and it takes effort to
Luncheon
The sun bather~ owe thi!:i flew trials to come?
leap the hurdles
which at first Donors leor Gifts
Dinner
(Continued
'roln I':tg"e '1'11.-1';')
glance seem impossible.
Once selfhas been gained> then lege. Mrs. F, ]. Maxted,
mother
Ten Sophomores Electeo F"eshmen P..esent Pageant confidence
Late Snacks
arises the equally important
ques- of Marilyn
Maxted '40, has given
Of Gaiety, Life, Colo..
As Auerbach Majors
tion of balance.
Cockiness is cer· a number of small crabapple trees,
28 FLAVORS nUTCHLAND
<Continued
"'rom PU1!'tl Onel
(Contlnucd
E'rom Paa-e One)
tainly 110 better than lack of assur- which will augment the beauty of
FARMS ICE CREAM
Chairman
of
the
various
com~
ance. And we cannot afford to for- Rill Hall and the south end of
lected yearly from the many appli·
get that no matter how skilled or Plant House.
cants, it is a distinct honor to be ac- mittees are as follows:
how proficient wc may become, the
Costumes-Nancy
Crook
'rhe J lInior l\!lascot, a Speaker's
cepted. The final selection is based
Properties-Evelyn
Silvers
world is full of people who are stand, will SOOIi be installed in the
upon numerous
factors
including
Publicity-Mary
Lou Shoemak- equally as capable, and far better auditorium,
and the Senior gift
the student's
interview
with
the
informed than we."
will be given brfore long.
Personnel Manager of the G, Fox er
l\1iss Sollers is a delightfullv
Flowers-Jane
Geckler
In conclusion,
President
Blunt
Company, her scholastic record, ref rielld'Jy person> intensely interest- said, '" am glad that manv of vou
Dance-Polly
Smith
commendations,
and her personal
ed ill people about her. She finds are getting the habit, as individ~als
Program-Katharine
Johnson
merits.
Hair·dre!:ising Louise Reich· Iter new position as HOllsefellow of and groups, of giving to the ColThese majors flOt only take Spt·
Deshon an experience
of enjoy- lege. I hope you will talk to your
cial courses at Connecticut,
but re- gott
I\1ake-up--Mary
Enequist
ment and satisfaction,
and seem~ friends in this vein. With all our
ceive actual
field experience
by
working during Christmas,
spring,
'T'hirty-two
groups will be used sincerely earnest in her efforts to llew buildings, we look very prosand summer vacation:. at the G. in the prodtlction.
The various help the girls. \Nhen she leaves her perous, but you must remember our
work ill the Chemistry department,
. Fox Company in Hartford.
group leaders have been working
The Seniors, who have already with Margery Claverie to schedule ~he lihs to devote her time to less
She enjoys the
L. Lewis & Company
had three field periods, will return and to carry out rehearsals.
In case serious pursuits.
Established
1860
to Hartford
on the 10th of June to of rain the pageant will be staged theatre, plays ping-pong, and busies
dressmaking.
spend four weeks. Each of them in the Palmer Audi[QriuITI at the herself at amateur
Have You Selected Your Flat
Occasionally,
too, she steals an
will be assigned
to an intensive
scheduled time.
\Vare Pattern?
hour to observe the nursery' school
piece of work covering
the enti re
142 STi\TE STREET
four weeks' period.
For example,
atalic Klivans,
President
of children.
one of them is to work with the International
Relations
Club, has
store newspaper .another one is do- announced
Statistics
gathered
by
Dartthat dinner,
'ruesday,
ing research in connection with let- May ~e\"(~nth, was for the benefit mouth
Univer:.it}'
officials show
ters sent to direct mail customers,
W'hatever the reason for your
of the European Students
Sen'ice that the average college youth i;j
and another project pertains to an fund.
coming to New York, there
taller and heavier than his predeanalysis of charge account~.
Sinct'
cessors.
are many reasons
why you
these girls have already had selling
should make The Barbizon
experience,
they have an under- and gain some apPIt:ciatioll uf deyour residence_
Daily, it ofstanding of the problems
of the partment
s[Qre organization.
'The
fers the refinement
and rec·
store in connection with the meet- last three weeks will be :l<pent
ftl lhe
reatian
to
which
you are
ing of the cus[Qmer and, conse- mainly in intensive
selling llnder
accustomed, Musicales
art
quently,
have an excellent
back· n:ry careful supervision.
lectures
.. dramatics
a
ground
for
these
flbehind-thefine library .'. _ swimming
sceneJJ activities which are SO eS:Jenoffers a thorough, concentrated
PatrtJfl;xt: Our ,-IdfJutisos
pool ... sun deck ... squash
tial to the management
of a store.
Other girls will work in the percourts. Live in The Barbizon
SECRETARIAL TRAINING (OURSE
sonnel office, in the emplo}'menr ofSPECIAllY PLANNED FOR COllEGE WOMEN
Manner. and enjoy all cui·
SMALL ClASSES & INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION
fice. in the cornpari~on
~hopping
lural and physical activities
bureau, and in the adju~trnenrs buConcentrated Courses begin
that add zest and joy to life.
Optometrist
reau.
July end September
The Juniors wilJ go to Hartford
700 rooms, each with a radio
Eyes Examined
on August nineteenth.
The better
Excellent Placement Service
TanH: from $2.50 per day
Glasses Prescl"ibed anll
from $12 per wee~
part of their first week will be
Repaired
Prepare for FDsitions with executives in our
spent in the training
department
light and spacious quarters in beoutiful
Call Fo.. Hese..vatiolls
learning the store sl~tem, discoverOffice at Perry & Stone, Inc.
Radio City
ing the mysteries of sales checks,
for Cofolog oddreu
296 STATE ST.
and getting some idea of the genaMiss Louise F. Windle, Director
al organization
of the S[Qre. They
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK
Phone 3650
will visit the various departments

•

•
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Dutchland Farms

Father Will
Be Happiest

~k

'WuJle ScItooL

CROCKER

HOUSE

Or. HatTy F. Myet·s

•

•

•
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The Clothesline
Ii}'

Lorraine

Something about Spring suggests
gay new clothes, so the News has
established a sleuthing department
for smart
and different
apparel.
Down
town, at one shop there
are some of the dresses
which
have been featured in the Mademoiselle Magazine.
One outstanding
dress is a tailored
evening
gown
with a shantung skirr of gay red
and white flower print, and a top
of soft white jersey. The price is
almost as attractive as the dress$]2.95!
Still in the realm of evening clothes) there is a charming
red and white candy stripe with
frivolous peg pockets and a dark
blue jacket peppered with unusual
red and white buttons. The dress
looks as irresistible as the peppermint candy canes
we find on
Christmas
trees.
The price?$19.95.
From an obscure corner peeped
a luscious shade of raspberry,
and
upon investigation
it proved to be
of linen crash, with saucy natural
colored belt and buttons on it, and
the price tag records $10.95.
For
$r4.95 you can acquire their natura! hopsacking dress, adorned with
acorn buttons, and j list crying for
a golf bag over one smartly tailored shoulder.
It is the kind of dress
that welcomes any amount of rubbing and tubbing, wear and tear.
You can also find any number of
plaids, ginghams, seersuckers,
and
crashes in all shapes and colors and
priced within the $5.95 to $12,95
range.
Farther up New London's busiest thoroughfare
is another
shop,
featuring
all manner
of
luring
wearing
apparel
from belts
to
shorts to evening gowns. Just inside the door is a love of a bI ue
denim sailor jacket, double-breasted, with white stripes, et tout, as
nautical
as "Hoist
your
jib!"
There are slacks and shorts and
blueses to go 'neath it, and they are
bur $3.95 a piece.
Among the playsuits is a white
sharkskin with the nicest, coolest
looking round neck, at a reasonable
$6.95, which
includes
graceful
pleated shorts and an amazingly
full skirt for over top.
Another
wonderful
golf dress which should
carry a guarantee
of at least one
hole-in-one, is a green and white
striped crash for $11.95.
Feel
like
reverting
to
the
carefree
days
of
childhood?
Here's
the' perfect
answer.
It
consists of a dirndl sort of skirt,
striped and very full, and a quilted
blouse of the jacket type with a
square neck edged in white ruching demure enough for a Sunday
School picn"ic. On the skirt racks
are slews of marvelous buys, with
a twenty per~cent discount!
A tur
quoise model with a huge patch
pocket attached to the btlt is particularly stunning.
Don't I:-t Sllllllllfr find JIM/ unprepared.
when for
$3"9') you can have a red and wllite
gingham
bathing
slIir!
Nor Irl
Lalll"el Chain prQ\'e an embarras~
In;:!1t
when VUII can gcr a whitr
sharkskin
with a red bt>lt-which
you Cc:ln repl:t.ce for the occasion.

MOTHER'S

Lewis

'-II

That .nnd another plain white with
an unusual stitched collar, are priced at but $7.95,
If you are ~plurging for enior
Prom, you will find JUSt the dress
-a
taffeta of white and an irridescent blue, as starched as Willie's
Sunday School collar) and priced
at $32.5°. In the window is a lovely brown sheer with a wide paneling of white jersey splashed down
the front.
l t has a provscarive
hood in white and a stunning belt
-and
it is yours for about $25.
Comes a time when you are tired
of going to bed because you an
sick of the same pajamas.
Take
yourself in hand right now, and remind yourself that
the Marvel
Shop has the most adorable
print
cotton ones for $1.98.
If you
haven't a decent slip to your name
they have Mary Barron's that are
guaranteed
to recognize-and
keep
-their
place;
they won't pull,
twist, or ride up, and that is SOli/I'thing; considering
they COSt but
$1.95.
If your Spring suit needs
rejuvenation
try aile of the blouses
in blue and white polka dotted silk,
or a plain whi te one, and you will
not only /('1'1 better, but you will
also have the equivalent of a new
suit!

Booh

cannot absorb instructions.
Another ten per cent doesn't know what
to do with the information
when it
is absorbed."
Dr. E. A. Hooton,
Harvard
anthropologist,
expresses
concern over what he terms senseless multiplication
of humanity
without economic or social use or
reason.

• • •

"College
tries [0 educate
;111
sides of cor personalities, the mind,
body, spirit and a social sense
which is a duty to the community.
There should be four years of happy life, and when the student is
through
college, ways of serving
her country will open up through
music, medicine, housing and politics." Barnard College's Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve
urges roday's
undergraduates
to prepare
themselves for service to the nation.

• • •
"Don't
be over-awed
by our
titles, our books, our authority over
you. This new world is not all in
the books or in our heads, Tell us
when you think we over-reach ourselves and our knowledge.
All of
us do at times."
Dr. Robert S.
Lynd, Columbia
University,
tells
students that they should stand together with the faculty to work "to
build for the time after this war a
better world."

practice in democratic self-governmem through the management
of
their own affairs in college, the}'
cannot be expected to practice democmcy when the)' take their place
in the community."
Hamilton
College's
President Cowley urges
U. S. higher education to promote
the teaching of the nature of leadership.

altogether tOO complacent with the
development of things for men to
use and altogether
tOO little con
cerned with the spirit in which men
(Continued eo Pat"e. Se"en)

Sour-is Bowling Alleys
Peter Scu.r'U. Prop.

126 MaIn SL, New

• • •

pon LIS in America is bid the
solemn duty of trusteeship for the
old ideals of scholarship,
freedom
of teaching and of learning, freedom of thought and of speech, not
that our institutions
shall disintegrate before the sandblast of propaganda from the communist and the
totalitarian,
but that it shall stand
strong and firm and shine out more
briJliantly than before." Dr. Henry
oble MacCracken,
president
of Vassar College, urges the maintenance of the "pure
wells of
truth,"

Telephone

Londo<>

9814

Ii

Beit Bros. Market,

Inc.

9utt.lIty Meat. Faney GroeerleFruita and Vel'e.table. FTe-h Sea
Food Pin6 Bakery
Dairy Pl'odueta

Cor. MaIn and Maaonlc StreeD!
Telephone

FREE

9GI4

DELIVERY

• • •

"The time has come when we
must give thought to men's hearts
and not confine our considerations
so exclusively to men's minds. We
have been altogether too little COIlcerned with our knowledge of men,
Compliments

• • •

Re,tauranteu,.
Give "Dad"

.8

treat at

PETERSON'S

at

Burr-Mitchell

and Caterer

Co.

And don't forget that box

of candy for Mother

CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street

Quotable Quotes

THE GOOD HUMOR MAN
Mr. Leighton
will call

•••

2 p. m. -

lit

4:30 p. m. -

9:00 p. Nl.

,'li~S;f!tft;~~:r~~tlt~
,:~,-.:~~Jt~~'::!1r>~~ff:"fS~',,:~~~:.:t,;f.!?;~~~7~
'~~~S_
·_~~:;T~E:~~7~~'ij·;·

., SKIPPERf'
...

•

•
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"Half
the persons put through
the courses in United States schools

Harper Melhod Beauty Shop
Room 310 Dewart Building
302

State

Street

Specializing
Flngenvaving
and
Scalp Trea.tment~

In

Permanents
Facials

Manleurlol'

Roger Banks
84 Bank St.

prt<sellts
Ar'nold Authellties
other.

and

,

DAY -

wrappings

NEWS

"We who are not directly engaged in warfare against our fellows
are favored by their opportunity
to
continue the fight against injustice,
ignorance,
disease and wretched
poverty.
We may hope that the
progress we make in overcoming
By Associated Collegiate Press
these ancient enemies we share in
common will later be helpful
to
"The purpose of a college eduothers
less fortunate
than ourcation
is self-development
mare
selves." Harvard
University's
Dr.
than an imposed development;
the
Walter B. Cannon aptly states the
strengthening
of character and the
duty of all non-combatants
in this
unfolding of the whole personality
war-torn
world.
are more vital than even the training of the mind. However, youth"In America we talk much about
ful misconceptions of the new freebut 1 am convinced
dom are undermining
many strong democracy,
nervous systems. In liberating
the that unless we give our students
body from many harmful
conventions, the new freedom has not liberated the body from the timeless
sovereignty
of the moral
law,
which the freedom of a university
""-"l
cannot suspend."
Dr. Frank
P.
~l
Graham,
president of the University of North Carolina,
sounds a
note of caution on the subject of
college freedom.

Famous Name
Cancellation Shue,

MAY 12

$] .00 and ove,' w"apped in gay

Purchases

COLLEGE

free of charge

"wiled postage prepaid

THE COLLEGE BOOKS HOP

NOANK,

DOCK-,'\~~;;(&~~

CONNECTrcUT

Now Open
In

Its New Building

Popular

among those of discriminating taste in matters of fine food. and

drinks,

Charcoal Broiled Live Lobster; Shore Dinners; Breast of Pheas-

ant; Squab en Casserole; Freshly-Killed

Spring Broilers ; Frogs' Legs;

English Mutton Chops; Steak; Soft Shell Crabs; Eels; Fish in Season.
Menu mailed upon l·eque81.

CON ECTICUT'S FI EST SEA FOOD RESTAURANT
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Outing Club Plans
For Springtinle
Fun in the Open

Many Fathers Expected
t Annual Festivities
«,'onUuued
(rom "'"C'~One I

COLLEGE

Wednesday,

NEWS

Exchange Notes

everal fathers who have alreads accepted have two daughters
If all of the books in the college
B.) SaJly KeJly '-&3 here at College,
so there should be libraries were placed in aile stnck
Spring mean diflercnr things to some gay little family
reunions. it would reach -to,513 miles high
different people.
But to all good They are ~.Ir. George Henderson
or 2U7,16+ rimes as high as the
Outing
Club-ers
spring means a (Alicia and Helen), .:\1r. Herman
Empire
Sture
building. - The
real chance to "get cur't-c-nor
in Sears (Sara and Frances),
';\lr. Cowl.
the sense of "getting away from it \Valter Jones (Audry and Alma},
311," but out-of-doors with crowds :\1 r. Robert Rich (Catherine
and
The decrepit old T-modcl
Ford
of young people who enjoy being Julia).
Last year there were sev- rolled up to the toll bridge.
active. There are picnics, trips, and enreen fathers who were attending
"Fifty cents," called the gatemeetings scheduled
to keep mem- for the fourrh consecutive year, and man.
bers busy until June,
Everyone,
two who were attending
for the
"Sold,"
said the man in the
all seven hundred of us. is invited fifth year. It is expected that there Ford.
to these affairs to have a gay old will be several parents
who will
time and a lesson in being a "good make their sixth annual visit this
A spinster is a woman
who
outer.
Spring.
knows all the answers but has nevThe Barn Dance two weeks ago
Three C.C. Students have fath- er been asked the qucstion.-'The
marked the end of winter activities ers on the faculty who will attend Tatlel'.
and the beginning of the spring the Pageant
and other especially
season. Reports were so favorable planned activities,
So you can exThe first Co-ed graduate
was
that the club is hoping to make the pect to sec Dr. Leib and Harriet
Catharine
Brewer.
She graduated
traditional
student-faculty
get-to- '41, Dr. Daghlian and Louise '43, from Wesleyan
College,
Macon,
gether an annual barn dance. Judg- and Mr. Morris and !\1arilyn '.p Ga., in [840.
ing from the Spring program, we together on May IT.
Ruth Richard of Seattle works
think that every outing should be
Saturday morning classes should her way through the University of
an annual event.
be thronged with visitors, if the Washington
by mowing
lawlls.The Strawberry
Breakfast
held majority of these two hundred par- 1'hc Cowl.
last Sunday at Buck Lodge-an
ents can arrive before noon. Presexample of the Spring activitiesident Blunt especially urges that A divinity student named Tweedle
certainly
should
be traditional.
as many parents as possible attend Wouldn't
accept his degree,
Strawberries
and sunshine and fun these classes, so that they may get 'Cause its tough enough being callare just suited to 1\lay day morn- a better idea of our academic life.
ed Tweedle;
ings. There was also an afternoon
Without being Twecdle D.D.
canoeing with Yale at Oswegatchie
- The Tomahawk
-what
better week-end could be sometime after Father's Day for a
canoe trip to Oswegatchie;
and an
had?
In the midst of the local storm
Next week we shall be represent- evening in which riding enthusiasts
about
cuts and such, we saw a recd at a regional I.O.C.A, confer- can indulge in a horseback ride and freshing little item the other da}' in
supper.
Memorial
Day
plans
inence, which this year is being planthe Daily Prinatonirl11.
The facuI~
ned by the Univcr~ity of Ne\\' clude a beach picnic, which means :1 tv of Old Nassau announced that
swim
and
lunch
to
pep
us
up
for
Hampshire.
The number
to
be
thirty-six
selllors
were
exempt
sent is limited to two girls, who finals.
from class attendance
in a new
Soon
tht:'
Club
will
annoullce
its
will be chosen by the Outing Club,
"pecializatioll
plan.
The Seniors
Representatives
will gather from list of active members (i.e., those outstanding
scholastically
in theic
who
have
shown
interest
in
olltings
colleges in this Eastern region, inmajor fields, are givcn complete
and
have
accumulated
at
least
six
cluding New England
and New
points) and a special outing will freedom in the completion of their
York.
Of course
their
only. college course.
Here are a few more dates to be held for these members
theses arc of a broader and a more
The
Roard
will
also
eleer
three
keep open:
a Sunday
afternoon
Freshmen to serve as Board mem~ difficult nature, but it does seem an
interesting
experiment
in making
bel'S for the Class of '43.
('Jucation fit the capabilities of the
There
is
great
variety
ill
the
Weeks In'ensive
The Conn. Campus,
Outing Club program this season. individual.-

• • •

• • •

U

• • •

Education, by Constance
Warren,
President of Sarah Lawrence College.
Most notable on the bio(Continued
fromP"J:'e
Two)
graphical shelf arc the stories of
and the conflict of the individual
three women, Caruline of Englaud.
and the family.
by
Peter Quennel! : Helrn Huru
Turning from the fiction shelf,
Jackson,
by Ruth Odell;
and an
there are many other equally notby l\.Iary Austin,
able books. There is TIll/go and autobiography
Rumba. by Veloz and Yolanda; an F.arth Horizon.
unusual study of the art of theatre
make-up by Lvard Strauss, Painl.
Fresh Flowers Dally
PO'UJder~and A1ake-up~' and a book
dealing with what is for many an Our Corsal"68 Speak tor Themllelveli
absorbing hobby, Sondusich Glass,

ew Iovels, Biographies
Plays
ow In Library

ElltttobUlihed

New London,

Keep all eye on the bulletin
to
learn when alld where each activity
will take place. Then sign up for
iln outing and a day of fUll.

No Solicltol's
i1l_-
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of something
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Flowers
HOI

From

and

JOe

Phone

State

Frankfur-ts

Tasly Hamburgc.·g on noll

FISHER'S
104

(;dlled

5800

The Mohican Hotel
NEW LONDON,CONN.

260 Rooms and Baths

•

RESTAURANT; A La CARTE
Aho

Dally

Special LuncheonH
70c to $1.50

and

DInner"

Cocktail Loun~e and Tap Room
The Best In'l"'OOd and Drlnks
Duncing
ParkIng

rr

' ..

• • •

~

Russell Sage girls arc soaking
~. their feet these days after a contest

•

most of

Conn.

Satul'da;r

Nights Until

1:00 a.m.

NO COVER CHARGE

Place

Folks"

FOR A LIMITED TIME
With a small purchase

CURB
SERVICE

18n

•

Silas Clam
Is here no more
He tried to slam
A swinging door.

First
Freshman,
after
having
toiled up a flight of stairs: "Gee,
Grimes Cleaners
we should've
taken
the elevator
207 Main St.
Phone 4421
up,"
Second Freshman:
<lAren't these
We Call for and Deliver
stairs tou.gh enough without carry£;1 ing thi ngs ?"- The
atler,

Employed
..

For

Just Down the mil

• • •

• • •

MERCHANTS & BANKERS
BUSINESS AND
SECRETARIAL SCHOOl.
Sherman
C. Este.",
I..aurenc{;" e.
Este.v, Directors,
Dally News IJIdg.,
220 E, 42nd St.. N, Y.; l\m 2-0986-7

Crocker House Block

THE
MARTOM

National
Bank of Commeree

$30

Course

Tel. M88

For those interested
in travel
books, there is Suwanee River, by
Cecile Matschat;
The Wabash, by
William Wilsall;
and
jagging
Around New Enoland, by Charles
Hanson Towne. Two of America's
gifted women offer Let The Record Spt'al..', by Dorothy Thompson
and A Nf"W Design for f1/omell's

• • •

.4..1\1. or P,1\1.
Also l'oll!j)letc 8uslness
and Sf'CreJarlal
Courses
Da.l' :lnd E,'cninl:'
J2-month
Year
53rd YEAR
Training
young people
for business
Catalogue
Sent On Request

Fellman & Clark

by Ruth Webb Lee.

• • •

10 Summer
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HOW TO WIN BOY· FRIENDS
AND INFLUENCE STAG·L1NES
By Dalea Dorothy Clix
who teaches 'Poetry 3-A at
our college is a wonderfully handsome young bachelor with
a divine Harvard accent, who expresses beautiful thoughts.
I've fallen in love with him- but though I sit in the front
row, he doesn't even seem to know I'm in the room. My par~
ents, who are wealthy but provincial, taught me never to use
cosmetics, yet-in class today i-My Poet said: "Only through
artifice is the merely female transmuted into the ravishingly
feminine."
IN A DILEMMA
Dear "Ill a Dilemma":
If your parents
are
AND HERE'S WHAT
wealthy they probably hate
YOU CAN DO ABOUT
being provincial, or they
wouldn't have sent you to
BEAUTIFUL NAILS
college. My guess is that if
you can snaffle a perfectly
To have those
good Harvard poet they'll
lovely fingernails
be proud to show off their
that men admiretint your nails
new son~in-law
to the
with the amazing
neighbors. They'll forgive
new nail polish,
you the cosmetics. Don't
DURA-GLOSS,
that
forget that poets al'e exmillions of women
have switched to
tremely
susceptible
to
in l'ecent months!
beautiful
hands - the
No wonder-DURASwinburne influence.' So,
GLOSS is different!
transmute!
- make y..our
It flows on with
amazing
smoothfingernails ravishing.
Dellr Miss CIi",: The instructor

~~~l:::,;:~:~~I~:;h::~~~~~~~i~};~i~~
mileage

within

the

space

of

two

B"_~~~~~;~~~~~;~·~~;~;;;~'
~~:;;~~~M;E:~:~
in the United States has increased
from 25 fifteen years ago to more
than -t50 today.- The Cowl.

• • •
THIS MA Y BE LEAP. YEAR, BUT •••

• DON'T jump too hurriedly
into
"any old job." Your college degree
is marketable, as many a businessbound graduate has found. Add
Fairfield training, and you bave an
almost unbeatable combination in
the opinion of many employers!
Fairfield's executive secretarial
courses are designed to provide a
broad training for secretarial work
in business generally. Carefully

chosen
electives
permit specialization in certain
fields attractive to
college women. Un·
usually effective
placement bureau. Warren HaU is
the pleasant home oC out·oC·town
girls. For catalog, address
MARJORIE A. LANDON. Dlredor

245 MarJborouqh St•• Boston. Mass.

_FAIRFIE LD_SC_HO_OL_

UDo your apples have worms ?"
"1 don't know. \Vhv?"
HI f they do, we'd better eat them
today. Tomorrow's
Friday."
-Sil vel' and Gold

Perry

& Stone

Jewelers

Stationery

Since 1865

Leather Goods
Novelties ~

Watch and Jewelry Repair
Work Called for and Dellv·
ered at the College
296 STATE STREET

A9

AND NOW, DEAR,
READ THE NEXT
COLUMN CAREFULLYl

ness, hardens to a
brilliantgem hard
lustre that lasts far longer
without tacking and chipping!
Have the most beautiful fingel'~
nails in the world! At any cos4

metic eountel',

buy DURA.GLOSS,

10 cents a bottle!

CONNECTICUT
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Palmer Auditorium
Rented for Summer
By Ama teur'Theatre
Will Offer Opportunity
For Developing Skills,
Techniques Of Drama
Palmer

Auditorium,

which hils
been rented for the summer by a
newly established Summer Theatre
Amateurs, will be the scene of
many revivals of great plays of the
past during the-months of July and
August. The director of this cooperative
enterprise
is Harry
R.
Davis, who has had eleven years
experience as Director of Drama at
fOT

rhe Hotchkiss School, and one year
at the Hedgerow Theatre in Philadelphia. During the month of
July

Mrs.

Josephine

Hunter

will give a course in Speech

Ray
and

Acting.
The purpose of the project
is
"To
establish
a theatre
where
young people may have an opportunity to develop in and through
the theatre their respective artistic
~ifts and an adequate life." The
four aims are:
I. To produce
the b"st possible
plays in the best possible manner.
2_ To
give the community
in
which the theatre is located an opportunity
to see some of the best
drama written.
3. To give those in the community, who so desire) an opportunity
to develop their talents in the n('l<l
of creative theatre.
4. To give an apprentice group
a place to develop their skills and
technique.
The players wilt "Work,
live,
and create: on <l slwre and sharf
alike basis." The company will be
confined to those who have had
acting experience
in schools, colleges, and little theatre
groups,
with those members
of the community who desire to work with
the theatre.
Those who have had
tWO years of work will pay $TOO
which will be refunded at the end
of the summer if the baJa"nce on
hand allQws it. Apprentices
who
have had less than two years of
work wjll pay $1
for the class
work and experience.
Members of
the community
will be welcomed
into the group without a fee, on
recommendation
of the director.
The theatre will supply room <lnd
board for the company
Ileal' the

so

College.
Classes in make-up, vocal ttchnique, actingl scenerYl and lighting
will be open to members of the
compan)'.
Rehearsals for the plays
will begin on June T7. and pnformances of each play will be given five nights a week, Tuesday
rhrough
Saturday,
from Jllly 2
through August 31. The general
admission scale will be from $.+0
to $1.10.
Season tickets will be
~old for $5.00 single admission and
$10.00 for two. Those who wish
to become patrons and patrOI1(,sst'~
may obtain season rickets at $ rO
for single admission,
$ r).OO for

Quotable

Records Of Requiem

,

In a couple 0 months,
mortarboards will be packed away, diplomas proudly framed, and the Class
of 19-t0 will move on to the graduate school of Looking for a Job.
~len of 19+0 will have an opportunity to exchange ideas about
their futures
in a series of three:
"Bull Session" broadcasts, starting:
~lay 18 over CBS, from "':15 to
4 :45 P.M., E.D.S.T.
Finishing up a series devoted to
problems

of n lasting

peace,

riculture, University of Wyoming,
Colorado State ColIl'ge of Education, Colorado College and Universit}' of Denver will participate
May 18 in an informal discussion
originating
at station KLZ, Den·

ver. The subject: "Why Did I Go
to College?"
It should give col·
lege men a chance to evaluate four
years of study Arthur Wuth, educational director of KLZ, will super¥lse.
Seniors
at the University
of
Utah participate in the second ad·
lib discussion, originating
on lVlay
25 at station KSL in Salt LabCity. The subject has not yet been
announced.
"Youth
and Employment,"
;1
practical discussion of the job prob.
lem is the June I broadcast subject)
with students from Colgate
University and Hamilton College talking from station WIBX,
Utica.
How to pick a career, how to go
about getting a job in it, importance of pay in the first year or so-is to be surveyed by the men who
will be talking to prospective CIl1players <I couple of weeks 1<lter.
If you wallt to know what to
say to an employer who's looking
for a man with experienct and not
just four )'ears of football
stubs,
li~tcn to the brondcasts.
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~
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(:Onvenletlf

location

•.•

right In !be Grond

Centrol z.o". mah,

aU of H...

omUMmllnt

tuta)

YorIe',

place,

reo.dlly

popular

Place f 0" the

during dlnner and supper.

priced

COllllccticllt College Gh·18

and

occ.nlbl

The Favorite

SPECIAL

wI-

•• Two

testOl/ronl,.

TO COllEGE

for

wOft'l.n

ttw

prO\'lde,

Dancing

RATES

WOMEN

ONLY

...

Dining and Dancing

•

RQamswithout bath

$2.00

Rooms with tub and shower.

$3.00

Room, w11hboth far two

$4.00

Separate

NORWICH INN
NORWICH, CONN.

floor fodli/iel

'0'

women.

AJk 10' M,.. Wade, Hosteu.

SHELTON HOTEL

LEXINGTON AVE., 01 49th ST.

•

Telephone

Norwich 3180

NEW YORK
Under KNOTTMllnagemllnl
A. R. WALlY, Manll"e.

Two hundred thousllnd stuJCllt~
attend college in other than rheir
home states.

YElLOW CAB

..

~~

Phone 4321

.

onlv form of scenery used by ~li:,>s
Ski;lIler. Sht: relies upon herself to
creatc the atmosplwre of a stuffy
telephone booth OJ: a regal court
room.
Cornelia
Otis
Skinner
charms her audiences with her live~
Iy wit, intelligence ilnd her unique
presentations.

-------------of the famous
and there will
and everything
the style of the

old "Tom"
~how",
be bands. choruses,
else that nts; in with
time.

TI:NNIS I:QUIPMI:NT
Siazenger

Ausl.-aliall

Racket Frames - 86.75 "I'
Ked Tf>nnis Shoes - $] up

WILSON OR PENNSYLVANIA TENNIS BALLS
CAN OF 5 - 81.25

THI: G. M. WILLIAMS CO.
SPORTS DEPARTMENT
'361

• •
t'Now what is a cultured mall?
I would say a cultured man is one
who sees things ill their proper
perspective, who has a sense of rclative values of things and men,
who is able to separate
the true
from the false, and who possesses
those Qualities that make a well~
balanced
mind."
President
William O. Hotchkiss
of Rensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute
re-defines
what U. S. colleges and univcrsities should produce.

Good Things

S~!

One)

Mr. Davis has done extensivl'
Visit Our
research on Ul1rll' TOll/'S Cabill bv NEW RECORD DEPART~n,:NT
Harriet Beecher Stowe, which will
All Kinds of Records
probably be the fina performanct:"
given by the summer thea[l-e. The
Bishop Studio
-13 Main
Street
scenery will be obtained from olle

P~ONE

job-

than

HOne of the rnost commOn as·
sumptions <Ibout education is that
it must take its color from its environmcnt,
and serve those wants
all which societ}' is most acutely
conscious at the moment.
If this
were really true, there would be no
reason to speak of a liberal educa·
tion today, for the contemporary
world
is not organized
around
forces directed
toward
freedom."
Brown
University's
President
Henry M. Wriston
believes that
"when the state is supreme, liberal
education is impossible."

Conlelia Otis SkinneJ'
Next Sykes Fund Artist

nvo.

Wilson Famous Playel·s
Hackels - 81.95 to 518
Tennis Presses SOc

President Homer P.
Rainey maintains that college edu-

to sity of Texas'

Colorado, Colorado School of Ag·

from

100%
ote At Elections
On Thur..
Iay 9 rged

CContlnu~d
Prom
Pa.Ct'l O.ot'"
them."
Brown
University's
Dr . j ame, Pickwell Adams point ... Enrermiumcnr : Virginia Lirrle '.p,
to uew fields for higher education.
June Perry '.p.
• • •
Dramatic Club-c-Pre-idenr : Lee
"If we should accept the e-ire- Barry '.p, Elizabeth x lcrgau '.p.
rion of rhe number of ernploymenr
Student-Faculty
Forurn-c-Chairopportunities
that require college man:
l\Jarr Hall
'-tl,
Patricia
training and limit our enrollments
King '.p ..
in colleges to this number,
we
Class officers and Honor Court
should thereby have to reduce our judges will be elected Monday in
college enrollments
to about
one- time to be installed with the other
half or possibly one-third of their class officers on Tuesday,
'lay
present size. The democratic alter- fourteenth.
native is to admit all youth into
Don't forget to VOTE. '1'0high school and college who have
~IORROIV,
~IAY 9!
ability and character and to recognize that such training may have
values for our democrat)'
wholly
THE HOMEPORT
apart from its contribution
to the
enhancement
of one's earning powtor
er and economic status."
niver-

,
take up the undergraduate
s most
cation should be more
immediate personal problem.
training.
Students
of the University
of
• • •

(Continued

Pltc"" Fh'f')

U~

Students Present Radio
Ad-lib Discussions

"Bull Session" moves westward

from
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Recordings of the New London Oratorio Society's performance of Verdi's R.rqllit'llt will be
played in Palmer
Auditorium
on ~Iay 13.

the
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h. /fun, himnlf

lIaddl.-o·O·O·PS

inta

Only Coca-Cola gives
you that happy after-sense
of complete refreshment.
That's why millions enjoy
it every day. It had to be
good to get where it is. So,
get a Coca-Cola, and get
the feel of refreshment .

the

1"

AN

authar·bon
may be yaur
dish - mOllY Gibb. ..crelari ••
preler lb. milder iruu;mity 01
Big Busioes8 I Intriguing
op.
portul1iu811 everywhere lor the
coU8g-e·bflld
wha con aUe,
Gibbs ucretarial
lraininq.
e Speciol COUfllI lor College
Women opens in New York and
Bosloo. September 2•.
• OPTION ...• -AT NEW YORI:
SCHOOL ONLY -lame cours.
may be slarted July •• prepar.
Ing lar early pla~m8Dt.

~RESUL¥S:~·t:n1

~k b~~l~~:;~
IIlustrQI.d calalolI.

BOSTON .90 Marlborough
St.
NEW YORI': ... 230 Park An.

KATHA~~

PAUSE

THAT

REFRESHES

Borded under aUlhOtilY orTbe Coa.·Cola Co. b,

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of
BA . NK AND GRACE

ew London, Inc.
STREETS

Wednesday,
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Radcliff

Honor

III

Three Gir·ls Represent
College At Conference

supper, to which the newly initiared members of the organization
as
well as several members of the Incthe ulrv have been invited. ~ I r. Farnum' and .\ r r. \ Vilson who worked
will
SO industriously
backstage
during

Wig and Candle to Romp
At Blick Lodge Picnic

ray 8, 1940

the performances
of "Stage
will be guests at the outing.

Door"

I t cost the Dartmouth
student
Dorothy
On Tuesday, ~1a)' qrh
of 18so about 99+ for a four-rear
Rowand,
Edyth
Gei inger,
and members of Wig and Candle
course.
,
.
IDororhr Reed represented Ccnnec- forget their roles as actresses, to
1 he ct'.lebrarcd
~lg Three
01 rieur College at the :Xl"\\' England
frolic and romp at a supper picnic
E~ern
intercollegiate
....
porrs-e- Conference
on International
.A{. at Buck Lodge.
.
P!"'!ncerol.l. Harvard
and. Yalefair which was held ~la)' ... and:;
Previously, the Dramatic
SociTIm
'EW YORK HOSPITAL
finished I~ that order be~Hml tWO at ~L 1. T. The Questions discuss- crv has always held a spring ballSCHOOL
OF
HSI G
young ladies from Radel.lfft. ~Ied by small round table groups. quer, but this veal' the vOtCS were
_,\.,:.lIclllteti with Cornett
Cllh·erslt)·
lege 111 the_ first .1I~nual UI\lta~lon and finally by the entire assembly in favor of lin -informal picnic inIn_tcrcolJegl3te
Bn.dge Champion- of delegates
from ;'\lew England
stead. There will be a "surprise"
opportunnv
for exceptional preparation In
hlP. held at the Ritz-Carlton Ho- colleges were: (1) The Economic
nursing. n profession for college women.
tel II~ New York last week-end Policies of Belligerents
and XeuFor ruetuer
information udd eees:
For Smart Saddles and
(April 26-27).
rrals. (2) The United States and
Spectators
Director of the School of lursing
~Vtnners
III
the tournament,
the Final Peace. (J) \ Vhcrc is the
Shop at the
525 East 68 Street
which attracted
campus contract
American
Frontier?
(+)
Power
New York City
champions from five Eastern
wo- Politics in the Balkans in the
Elmore Shoe ShoJl
men's
colleges
and
seven
Ivy Near East and (5) Should there
11 Bank Street
League universities,
were ~laf}' be a Neutral Bloc?
Ashley, rq-year old junior at Rad:-:.....:-=-=-=-.:::..:::..:...---------.:--------------.:...----------------------------cliffe from Perrysburg,
Ohio, and
...~;"'.''''~
Muriel Goldberg, z t-year old sen,."
. ~\
ior from Calgary, Alberta.
\Vil.•
liam M. Jennings '+0, and R. Glen
/
l\1aitland
'.p, of Princeton, were
runners-up.
Others entered were
Sarah Lawrence, Brown, Pellns~t1vania, Columbia,
Smith, Cornell,
\Vellesley
and l\1011llt Hol~'oke,
Introducing Chesterfield's
who finished in that order.
The 2+ undergraduate
players
own 15radualion cap
from '4 states and Canada received
an all-expense trip to New York in
connection
\\-irh the tournament,
the first event of its kind ever held
and one of the few college sports
in which men and warnell may
compete on an equal basis.
Plans for m~lking tht' rOllrmnament an annual affair are nOw b("~
ing made by the sponsorin~
com·
mitree, a group of New York college and
univcr~ity
alumni
of
which Allan J\tlacRossie, .I 1'., of the
Columbia University Club of New
York, is chairman.
A permanent
trophy was put in play, which Radcliffe will hold for a year or until
the next competition.

Brido-eTotU'llaLllel1t

Compliments
(

~hrgaret

Robinson,

l

of

Willow Restaurant
24 Bank Street

Welcome Dads
Welcome Mothe,'s
l\lake

the

weekend complet.e wllh
meals at

The College Inn
Compliments

of

Boston Candy Kitchen

Phone 5805

D. J. Zullanl

Dante's
Italian-American

Cuisine

Fine Drinks
We Serve to Serve Again

Good Food

52 Truman

-

St.. New London

The Savings Bank of New
London
A Mutual

... itJ

SavlnCII »ank

63 1Iiain Street

Just.make

COLD STORAGE
$1.90
Cloth
Coat
$2_00
$100 Fur Coat.
New Coats !lade
to Order.
All Work Guaranteed.

Regal Fur Shop
86 State

Street
Pbone

Crown
9167

-liS

your next pack Chesterfields, that's all, and

quick as you can light up, )'ou'll learn the meaning of real

mildness , . , and you will learn this too, Chesterfields are
cooler and definitely beller-tasting.

BIdl".

aut?

You get all of the right

answers to your smoking pleasure with Chesterfields,

, . the

busiest cigarette iu America.
MILLINERY
of

Distinction

ENNIS SHOP
230 State St.

THEY SATISFY

